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This paper has been prep
pared by the staff
s
of the IFR
RS Foundation
n and the FAS
SB for discussion at a publicc
ASB. It does not purport to represent the
e views of anyy individual me
embers of
meeting of tthe FASB or IA
either board
d. Comments on the applica
ation of US GA
AAP or IFRSss do not purpo
ort to set out acceptable or
unacceptab
ble application of U.S. GAAP
P or IFRSs. The
T FASB and the IASB report their decissions made at
public meettings in FASB Action Alert or
o in IASB Upd
date.

Backgrou
und
1. In N
November 2011,
2
the IA
ASB decided to consideer making liimited moddifications too
IFR
RS 9 with th
he followingg objectivess:
(a)

to addresss specific application
a
q
questions
raaised by connstituents;

(b)

to consid
der the interaction of th
he classificattion and meeasurement model
for financcial assets with
w the insuurance project; and

(c)

to consid
der the differences with
h the FASB''s tentative classificatio
c
on and
measurem
ment modell.

m
thiss decision, thhe IASB nooted that IFR
RS 9 has geenerally been found to
2. In making
be conceptuall
c
ly sound andd operational. The IAS
SB also noteed that manyy
connstituents haave either allready adoppted IFRS 9 or dedicateed significannt resourcess
in preparation
p
for adoptioon. The IASB therefore agreed to be
b mindful of
o the extennt
of cchange to IF
FRS 9 and to
t complete the projectt expeditiou
usly, seekingg to
minnimise the cost
c and disrruption to constituents
c
. Consistentt with thesee objectives,,
d-setting body of the IFRS Foundation,, a not-for-profit corrporation promotingg the adoption of IF
FRSs. For more
The IASB is the inndependent standard
information visit w
www.ifrs.org
The Financial Acccounting Standards Board
B
(FASB), is thhe national standardd-setter of the Uniteed States, responsiblle for establishing sttandards of financiaal
accounting that goovern the preparation of financial reporrts by nongovernmenntal entities. For more
m
information vissit www.fasb.org
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in December 2011, the IASB confirmed that the scope of the project would be
limited.
3. The FASB issued a comprehensive proposed Accounting Standards Update
Accounting for Financial Instruments and Revisions to the Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—Financial Instruments (Topic
825) and Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815) (proposed Update) in May 2010.
The proposed Update would have required most financial instruments to be
measured at fair value. However, in the light of the feedback received, the FASB
has moved to a mixed-attribute model and is now nearing the completion of its redeliberations. While both IFRS 9 and the FASB’s tentative model are mixedmeasurement models, differences between them remain.
4. Consistent with the boards’ long-standing objective of increasing international
comparability in the accounting for financial instruments and the feedback
received from constituents, the boards decided in January 2012 to jointly
redeliberate selected aspects of their classification and measurement models to
seek to reduce key differences. The boards tentatively decided to discuss the
following key differences:
(a)

the contractual cash flow characteristics of financial assets;

(b)

the need for bifurcation of financial assets and if pursued, the basis for
bifurcation;

(c)

the basis for and the scope of a possible third classification category (debt
instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income);
and

(d)

any interrelated issues from the topics above (for example, disclosures or
the model for financial liabilities).

5. The boards decided to discuss each issue jointly and consider what changes, if
any, they would propose to make to their separate models and incorporate in their
respective exposure drafts.
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Purpose of this paper
6. This paper explains the order in which the staff plan to address the issues subject
to the boards’ joint discussions. It is for informational purposes only and, thus,
there is no question for the boards.

Issues to be discussed
7. Both IFRS 9 and the FASB’s tentative classification and measurement model
involve assessing the characteristics of a financial asset and the objective of the
business model within which the financial asset is held. Under IFRS 9 an entity
first considers the business model within which the financial assets are held.
Instruments that pass the business model assessment are subject to an assessment
of their contractual cash flows characteristics. In contrast, under the FASB’s
tentative classification and measurement model for financial assets, an entity first
assesses the characteristics of the instrument. This assessment is followed by the
assessment of the business model. The staff believe that the order of the
assessment of the business model and the cash flow characteristics does not
change the classification conclusion.
8. The figure below provides an overview of the key topics related to the
classification and measurement of financial assets that are within the scope of the
joint discussions. The sequencing of the topics is explained in the following
paragraphs with reference to the classification categories A, B, C and D, which
are set out in the figure. The figure does not address the order in which the
classification criteria should be assessed.
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Classification category
A
Amortised cost

B
Fair value ‐ OCI1

Meets business
model criteria for
amortised cost

Meets business
model criteria for
fair value ‐ OCI

and
passes cash flow
characteristics
assessment

and
passes cash flow
characteristics
assessment

C
Fair value ‐ PL

D
Fair value ‐ PL

Meets business
model criteria for
fair value – PL or
residual category
and
passes cash flow
characteristics
assessment

Fails cash flow
characteristics
assessment
(regardless of the
business model)

9. Contractual cash flow characteristics – At this meeting, the staff will propose
an approach to the assessment of the contractual cash flow characteristics of a
financial asset (Agenda Paper 5A/FASB Memo 133) that attempts to:
(a)

address the feedback the IASB has received on the application of the
contractual cash flows characteristics assessment in IFRS 9 to particular
financial assets; and

(b)

more closely align the financial assets characteristics assessment in IFRS
9 and the FASB’s tentative model.

10. At this meeting, the staff will ask the boards whether they agree with the proposed
approach. This decision will determine the population of financial assets that fall
into categories A-C versus those that fall into category D. This will serve as a
foundation for subsequent topics.
11. Business model and the FV-OCI measurement category – At this meeting, the
staff will discuss the current business model assessment under IFRS 9 and the
FASB’s tentative model (Agenda Paper 5B/FASB Memo 134). This session will
be for educational purposes only and thus the staff will not ask the boards to make

1

The joint discussion of the FV-OCI classification on the basis of business model only applies to debt
instruments (ie those instruments that pass the cash flow characteristics assessment). This does not impact
the FV-OCI designation that is available under IFRS 9 for equity investments on initial recognition.
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any decisions. The objective of the education session is to ensure that each board
understands the other model and their respective basis for conclusions.
12. At a future meeting, the staff will ask the boards whether and, if so, how they
would like to align their respective business model assessments. In developing
the FV-OCI category, the staff will consider its applicability to the insurance
industry. These decisions will ultimately determine which financial assets fall
into categories A, B and C.
13. Bifurcation of financial assets – At a future meeting, the staff will ask the boards
whether financial assets that fall into category D should be considered for
bifurcation and, if so, what the basis for that bifurcation should be. This may
result in a component of a debt instrument that satisfies the contractual cash flow
characteristics assessment being considered for classification into categories A, B
or C.
14. Interrelated issues for financial liabilities – As the boards discuss particular key
aspects of the classification of financial assets, the staff will ask the boards to
consider any consequences for the accounting for financial liabilities, including
the need for greater symmetry in the classification and measurement of financial
assets and financial liabilities.
15. Finally, the staff will ask the boards to discuss any further interrelated issues
including transition, disclosures and other sweep issues. Some of these
discussions may need to be joint while others may need to be separate. The
boards will also separately consider what further changes, if any, they would like
to make to their respective models and incorporate into their respective exposure
drafts.
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